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Subject: Questions & ASPA Responses 
 

1. From Addendum 3, item number 6, “McDuffie will provide anchor bolts” will the epoxy be provided with 
them? 
 

Answer: Yes, McDuffie will provide. 

 
2. No detail is provided for “New trench for gripper piping” on dwg S03497-3001, does this trench need to be 

filled back in and with what material? 
 

Answer: Yes, McDuffie will fabricate and provide covers. 
 

3. Are there any Bids Bonds required? 
 

Answer: No 
 

4. Will payment and Performance bonds be required on this project? 
 

Answer: Yes, A Performance Bond in an amount not less than the sum bid will be required at the signing of 
the contract and, in addition, a bond in an amount not less than One Hundred (100%) percent of the contract 
price, insuring payment of all labor and material. 
 

5. Division 1 General Requirements – Page 19 of 33 
Dumper annulus installation documentation – Please explain what this requirement is. 
 

Answer: The documentation required is to ensure all welding and fastening is performed to  
applicable code. 
 

6. Reference Concrete Drawings – End Stops still show to be on hold – Please clarify 
 

Answer: End Stops are excluded for this proposal. 
 

7. Under contractor engineering requirement - Is there a requirement for mechanical or electrical engineering? 
 

Answer: No requirement for mechanical or electrical engineering. 
 

8. Please clarify as stated on bid for “daily rate”. Is this intended as a multiplier on the days submitted and not 
to be interpreted as a unit price item? Please clarify. 
 

Answer: Daily Rate request is for the purpose determining McDuffie exposure in the event of weather related 
delays, change orders, etc.  
 

9. Are clarifications permitted on this bid? 
 

Answer: Yes, but if the clarifications include possible price increases then a not to exceed amount must be 
provided for each. 
 

10. If this bid date will not be able to be extended, we will need answers to all of our questions as soon as 
possible. 
 

Answer: Bid opening was extended from 1/4/2022 to 1/6/2022. 
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11. Please see the attached pages requesting drawings (outlined in red) referenced in the RFQ package that are 

not provided. 
 

Answer: Drawings 9101, 9102, 9104 & 9301 is attached in this addendum.  Drawing 9100 is included with the 
foundation drawings provided to bidders.  Drawing 9103 has been replaced by drawing SO3497-8002, which is 
included with the Dumper GA Drawings.  We do not have drawings 9200 or 9201 at this time. 

 
 

Regards, 
 

Dillon B. Sims 
Associate Buyer 
Alabama State Port Authority 
251-441-7676 
Dillon.Sims@ALPorts.com 
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